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Subsoils, drainage of, 12
effects of climate, 20
reason for failure, 2, 21, 220
supporting values, 1, 5
Subways for cyclists and pedestrians,
199
/or underground work, 211
'under Kmgsway, London, 128
under waterways, 30
Superelevating and widening existing
roads at minimum cost, 72
dangerous bends, 86
Superelevation,   American   practice,
75
analysis of, and formula for, 62
at bends, advantages of, 61
at junctions, 72
coefficient   of   friction   and   safe
*    speeds, 67
difficulties in towns for transition
curves, 74
French practice, 76
general practice, 76
German practice, 76
method of setting out, 68
methods of effecting, 70
prevents skidding and colliding, 59
rate of change, 68
reduces corrugation at bends, 227
table   and   graph   for   complete
banking, 63, 64
for    safe    speeds    at    various
curvatures, 67
variable crossfall, advantages, 72,
74
Surface cleansing, 205
maintenance, 204
Campers, hand, 179
machine, 181
Car macadam for hill roads, 86
reinstatement of, 216
roads, corrugation of, 227
use of concrete in situ flagging,
194
paper, use of, to reduce cracking in
concrete road slabs, 176
Car-pressure distributors, method of
checking, 149
Far-spraying, double surface treat-
ment, 147
for footways, 194
liability to corrugation, 228
rate of spread of chippings, 147,
206
viscosities of tars, 206
water-bound macadam^ 135, 207
technical supervision, 279
Felford construction of waterbound
macadam road, 1
standard of camber, 32
[&mperattire of subways, 214k
 Templates for concrete paving, 179
Tensile strength of Portland cement
297
Test, Arlington, for surface wear and
aggregates, 233
ball, for surface hardness of con-
crete, 181
coefficient of expansion of bitumen
141
compression    for    cement-bound
road, 188
cube, for melting point of bitumen,
138
ductility of bitumen, 141
fixed carbon of bitumen, 140
for bearing power of subsoils, 141
for breaking of reinforced and plain
slabs, 220
for impurities in sand, 155
impact, Bureau of Public Roads
241
penetration of bitumen, 140
ring and ball, for melting point of
bitumen, 138
Road Research Dept.; see also Vir-
ginia, skidding tests, 238
Romans' slump, for concrete, 162
solubility of bitumen, 139
to determine the wearing qualities
of aggregates, 233
viscosity of bitumen, 141
Three-axle truck, 247
Thrust borer, 216
Toughness of rock, tests, 234
Town  and  Country  Planning Act,
1947, 285
lay-out of roads, widths, etc., 99
regional traffic census in relation
to, 91
Tractive efforts at bends, 84
resistance   of   various   types   of
paving, 223	*
Tracks for cyclists, X97
Traffic, average annual volume, 95
behaviour on hill-roads, 82
by-passing of traffic, 92
capacity of roads, 96
census of, 91 /
'  controlled signals, 256
counts, importance of, 251
density   for   road   classification,
U.S.A., 274
directional surveys, 92
distribution of, at curves, 60
" filtering ", 254
hourly variation of, 93
islands, 107, 125 */
lanes, 122 «/
maps and data, 92
one-way systems, 122
seasonal, 94
signals, 050 j

